Magnetic interactions in two heterobridged dinuclear copper(II) complexes: orbital complementarity or countercomplementarity?
The mechanisms of magnetic exchange interactions in two heterobridged mu-hydroxyl-mu-X dicopper complexes A and B (X = azaindole for A and X = pyrazole for B) are investigated by the calculations based on density functional theory combined with the broken-symmetry approach (DFT-BS). It is found that although the coordination circumstances of the copper centers in the two complexes are very similar, the magnetic magnitudes and signs are diametrically opposed. By the theoretical analyses of magnetic orbital interaction and spin distribution, it is indicated that the difference between the magnetic properties of the two complexes is due to the distinction of orbital interaction of two bridge ligands. Namely, the weak ferromagnetic coupling for complex A arises from the orbital countercomplementarity of the hydroxo and azaindole bridges while the strong antiferromagnetic coupling for complex B arises from the orbital complementarity of the hydroxo and pyrazolato bridges.